
Nicole Trick Steinbach - Helping Women in Tech Build their Brave 

 

In this Episode: 

• How Nicole has grown her global business and earn 6 figures despite COVID-19 

• What makes an interesting conversation? 

• Nicole’s journey working at over 25 countries around the world 

• Hear Nicole’s own moments of bravery and how she overcome fear throughout 

• What ‘bravery’ means and how to build the skill of bravery 

• Concrete steps to #RaiseUP the skill of bravery 

 

Quotes from this Episode:  

“You want to find a place where you’re welcomed… and uncomfortable.” —Nicole Trick 

Steinbach 

“Bravery can be external, but it’s a lot more internal work.” —Nicole Trick Steinbach 

“Let the fail piece teach you a lesson.” —Nicole Trick Steinbach 

“The more ‘me’ I was, the more success I had.” —Nicole Trick Steinbach 

“I have always asked this question over and over again: ‘can we change better?’ Because we’re 

always constantly changing things, and it is always painful.” —Nicole Trick Steinbach 

“Bravery is doing what is right for you—disappointing everybody but yourself.” —Nicole Trick 

Steinbach 

“Be clear about where you are going.” —Nicole Trick Steinbach 

“Make it easier for people to help you.” —Nicole Trick Steinbach 

“Learn like a kindergartner. Massive change actually happens with tiny little steps.” —Nicole 

Trick Steinbach 

“Own it like a boss—resiliency, consistency, relationships, and habits.” —Nicole Trick Steinbach 

“Sometimes, ‘the act’ you need to do from your learning is to slow down.” —Nicole Trick 

Steinbach 

 

3 Pearls of Wisdom: 

1. “Know your values.” 

2. “Experience the joy of failure.”  

3. “Do less, have less.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Resources:  

 

Nicole Trick Steinbach - Helping Women in Tech Build their Brave 

Website: www.TrickSteinbach.com  

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/NicoleTrickSteinbach  

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/nicoletricksteinbach/  

 

Link to the show: https://www.kamiguildner.com/ewr-nicole-trick-steinbach-170/  

 

 

 

#ExtraordinaryWomen #podcast #WomenRising #RaiseUp 

Tag Kami on Facebook @KamiGuildner, Twitter @KamiGuildner, Instagram @KamiGuildner and 

LinkedIn @KamiGuildner. 
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